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Author’s response to reviews:

We express our special thanks to the editor for his/her careful reading of the paper, and for providing valuable comments and suggestions which have helped improved both the content and the presentation. We believe that the revision has been successful and the paper has been improved.

1. You certainly have to correct the text regarding both grammar and spelling. There are many mistakes in all chapters, excluding "Genotyping" and "Statistical analysis" but including tables.
   - I made revision. English editing was made. Genotyping and Statistical analysis is excluded and shown in Supplementary. Tables are included in manuscript.

2. In chapter "Patients and methods" please revise part of the text, where you describe exclusion or inclusion criteria based on genetic study (rows 34-42).
   - Exclusion and inclusion criteria based on previous genetic studies were rewritten in detail.
2. Please, read carefully "Results". For example, what does it mean "women value"?
   - Results was rewritten.

3. Describing gene, please use italics (cursive font).

   Italic form of gene was written.